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1.1.1.1.    INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    

  

The high Andes of Ecuador encompass some of the most species rich habitats on Earth 

(Groombridge, 1992; Heywood, 1995) including montane forest and tropical alpine 

grasslands (páramo). These biomes, characterised by a high degree of plant endemism 

reflect biodiversity ‘hot spots’ and are among the most threatened of all habitats (Myers et 

al., 2000). In the Andes of Ecuador presence of pre-Columbian man has been evidenced 

for at least two thousand years (e.g. Colinvaux et al. 1988; Bellwood, 2005). During the last 

five hundred years or so in particular, the density of human populations increased and 

much of the montane forest was cleared, in the Central Valley of Ecuador in particular. In 

fact, Ecuador holds the highest annual rate of deforestation in South America (FAO 2006). 

Land-use change also affected the Ecuadorian páramo areas as they have been not only 

over-exploited by grazing and burning (Hofstede, 2001; López Sandoval, 2004) or cleared 

and widely converted into agricultural land, but also recently replaced by tree plantations. 

National or international iniciatives like forestation activities have developed in Ecuador 

to compensate carbondioxyde emissions in the frame of the international Kyoto Protocol 

(IPCC, 2007). However, the extent of deforestation and consequently the deviation of the 

current upper forest line (UFL) from its natural location in the absence of human 

disturbance, are still subject of debate in the scientific literature (Di Pasquale et al., 2008; 

López Sandoval, 2004; Wille et al., 2002). 

We define the UFL as the maximum elevation where continuous forest occurs. Up to 

elevations of several hundreds of metres above the UFL narrow bands of ‘gallery forest’ 

may occur along water courses and also small protected valleys give rise to isolated 

patches of forest, forming a mosaic with grass-dominated páramo vegetation (Cleef, 

1981). The maximum elevation at which individual trees and small patches of forest occur 

is defined as the ‘upper tree line’. We reject the term ‘upper timber line’ in 

palaeoecological studies as it is too much inspired by commercial logging and does not 

differentiate between important physiognomic marker altitudes in the landscape. There 

are two contrasting hypotheses about the natural position of the UFL: a natural UFL 

position at c. 4100 m (Ellenberg, 1979; Lauer et al., 2001; Lægaard, 1992) versus a low 

natural UFL position at. c. 3600 m (Wille et al., 2002; Bakker et al., 2008). Under the first 

hypothesis forest plantations between 3600 m and 4100 m can be considered as 

afforestation; when the second hypothesis is true such activities directly cause the 

destruction of a rare and biodiverse ecosystem and such practices of afforestation are 

discredited. 

To elucidate the UFL dynamics in the Ecuadorian Andes during the Holocene and to clarify 

what the natural elevation of the UFL would have been in the absence of human 

interference, multiproxy research has been carried out in the frame of the ‘Reconstruction 

of the Upper Forest Line in Ecuador’ or ‘RUFLE’ program. RUFLE furthermore supports the 

conservation of the remaining areas of montane forest and páramo and will provide the 
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necessary information to take scientifically based decisions when policy makers will 

decide to which altitude reforestation efforts may be carried out. The multidisciplinary 

RUFLE program was organised in three integrated projects to investigate: 1) the current 

vegetation, and the Holocene altitudinal history of the forest-páramo transition in series 

of paleorecords (soil and sediments cores); 2) the vertical distribution (stratification) and 

stabilisation of soil organic matter in volcanic ash soils under (semi-) natural vegetation 

and, 3) the past vegetation as derived from fossil biomarker (plant specific organic 

molecules) records preserved in peat bogs and soils. This PhD thesis concerns the first 

research project mentioned above. 

Sediment cores from peat bogs preserve pollen grains and similar studies have been 

carried out north of the study area, in the Colombian Andes (e.g. Marchant et al., 2001). In 

northern Ecuador the position of the natural UFL was first addressed by a palynological 

study of a peat core from Pantano de Pecho at 3870 m (Wille et al., 2002). It was 

concluded that during the past six centuries the UFL shifted upslope from 3400 to 3650 m 

altitude. 

In the neighboring Colombian Andes past altitudes of the UFL were reconstructed from a 

relationship between arboreal pollen (AP) percentages and the altitudinal distance to the 

UFL (Van der Hammen & González, 1960; Hooghiemstra, 1984; Van‘t Veer & 

Hooghiemstra, 2000). Geographically, the nearest palaeoecological studies using this 

relationship are those of site Timbío at 1750 m (Wille et al., 2000) and site Piagua at 1700 

m (Wille et al., 2001) in southern Colombia. These areas have similar levels of climatic 

humidity as is the case in northern Ecuador. But the records of Timbío and Piagua are 

unimportant for Holocene times. Concerning the study of paleorecords from volcanic 

soils, Salomons (1986) pioneered with pollen analysis in Colombian Andosols. 

Studies on modern altitudinal vegetation composition and modern pollen rain are a basic 

tool for a correct interpretation of paleorecords when dealing with past shifts of the UFL. 

These vegetation analyses need to be undertaken in areas with enough remnants of 

natural woody vegetation to provide conclusive evidence (Wille et al. 2002). Unfortunately, 

phytosociological studies according to the Braun-Blanquet approach (Westhoff & Van der 

Maarel, 1973) are notably lacking in Ecuadorian montane forests and páramos, except for 

the northern extreme of Podocarpus National Park (Bussmann, 2002). The names of 

Andean rain forest and the high Andean rain forest mostly used in this study are regional 

terms, which are equivalent respectively to the Upper Montane Rain Forest (UMRF) and the 

Subalpine Rainforest (SARF) defined by Grubb (1977). Pollen representation can be broadly 

defined as the degree how well the vegetation is reflected in the modern pollen rain 

(Davis, 1963, 1984; Birks & Gordon, 1985; Prentice, 1985; Fægri & Iversen, 1989; Jackson, 

1994). Assuming that taxon-specific representation factors (or correction factors; 

Andersen, 1970; Birks & Gordon, 1985) are constant in time and space, they allow to 

weigh the strength of the signal from plant taxa in fossil pollen spectra. The better the 
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representation, the stronger the conclusions about paleo-environments detectable in the 

pollen records. 

 

In this PhD thesis a new perspective is presented on establishing the position of the UFL 

during the last 3000 years. For the first time, data are available from fossil pollen records 

(pollen, non-pollen palynomorphs, and plant macrofossils), the modern altitudinal 

vegetation composition, and modern pollen rain of the same study area. The integration 

of this information allows to further elaborate on the signature and altitudinal position of 

the UFL. 

The main aim of this thesis was is to obtain detailed knowledge on the ‘natural’ position 

of the forest-páramo ecotone and to test the hypothesis the UFL in the Northern 

Ecuadorian Andes during the last three millennia was lowered due to anthrpogenic impact 

on the landscape, deforestation and burning in particular. 

Chapter 2 describes the different plant communities present in the zonal and azonal 

páramo of Guandera and El Angel, explores the syntaxonomical similarities with other 

regional plant communities as well as the patterns in plant species composition related to 

human influence. 

In Chapter 3 patterns of vascular plant species composition and structure of high Andean 

and the Andean rain forests of Guandera and El Angel were studied. Also structural and 

floristic similarities between forest patches in páramo and the continuous forest below 

the UFL were explored. In addition also the possible effects of human disturbance on the 

uppermost Andean rain forests. The evidence of the (potential) UFL in terms of structure 

and floristic composition was investigated as well. 

In Chapter 4 we studied in Guandera the relation between vegetation cover and modern 

pollen rain, we derived estimates of pollen representation, which we compare with 

predictions based on pollination syndromes, in both forest and páramo environments. 

In Chapter 5 the altitudinal position of the UFL in Guandera was reconstructed during last 

6000 years on the basis of pollen, non-pollen palynomorphs and plant macrofossils from 

a 90 cm long sediment core from a small mire at 3400 m elevation. 

In Chapter 6, the altitudinal position of the UFL in Guandera was reconstructed during 

last 3000 years on the basis of peat core G8 and soil monolith G7 located around 3800 m 

elevation and integrates new understanding obtained in the previous chapters. 

Finally, in chapter 7, the results from the previous chapters have been synthesised, 

conclusions are placed in a broader context and directions for further research are 

suggested. 

As most chapters were written to form independent papers in international journals, 

some repetition was inevitable. 

 




